HOW THE STATISTICS OF PINNING CENTRES INFLUENCE ON V-I CHARACTERISTICS OF SUPERCONDUCTORS
RQsumi5.-On montre coment les formes des caract~risti~ues courant-tension des supraconducteurs de type I1 dans 1'Qtat intermddiaire peuvent Stre relides 2 la distribution des centres de "pinning" par les forces de leur interaction avec les vortex.
Abstract.-It is shown how the shape of volt-current characteristics of the I1 kind superconductors in the mixed state can be connected with the distribution of pinning centers by the forces of their interaction with vortices.
The behaviour of volt-current characteristics Meanwhile there is no need to put such a rigid terms on the distribution function, which may be naturally assumed to be a Gaussian one, if pinning centres are randomly distributed according to their interaction with vortexes and excluding any correlations between space and energetical distributions of these centres. Since only a part a of vortexes is depinned from the pinning centres at the given current I and only these vortexes contribute to voltage, the right side of (1) must be multiplied by a. The value of a can be received as follows.
Let us divide our specimen into cellls pi6rceing it along the direction of the external magnetic field (the minimal dimension of each cell is determined by the pinning interaction mean radius of pinning centres contained in the cell). Each cell exhibits the possible "pinning-site" of vortex. If no -the total density of such "pinning-sites" in which a vortex is affected by any finite force, n(1) -the density of pinning sites from which a vortex is depinned under the influence of the current I, then n(I)/no determines the probability that current I will depin a vortex and f(1) -the corresponding probability density. mile current is increased the redistribution of vortexes from "weak" sites to "strong" (4) leads to :
The comparison of (5) The ratio rf/rn (r -the resistance in the normal n state) as a function of the reduced magnetic field h is well described in the whole temperature range by a sngle curve, which lies lower than relation rf/rn = h , confirming theoretical and experimental data on resistive state.
Ratio V/I r in the whole range of tempera-P f ture and fields appears to be a universal function of 111 which coincides with the results of (5) in-P dicating that in this point too our approach provides non-conductive results.
It is interesting to note that a definite = rf(1)dI = A = const. Constant A has a weak tendency to increase with the decrease of temperature. From (2) it fo.1-lows that mean number of vortices pinned at one and the same site has a linear dependence on B. In conclusion the following should be noted : The above approach corresponds to the "melted" vortex lattice when pinning dominates over the inter vortex interaction. Tn the bulk specimen it is most probably justified in comparatively weak fields.
